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We present a novel optical tweezer implementation combining rapid prototyping
of user defined microlens arrays with spatial light modulation for site-selective ad-
dressing. Using 3D femtosecond direct laser writing we manufacture a microlens
array of 97 lenslets exhibiting quadratic and hexagonal packing and a transition re-
gion between the two. We use a digital micromirror device to adapt the light field
illuminating the individual lenslets providing control over each associated tweezer
spot.
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2INTRODUCTION
With the first publications on optical tweezers in the 1970s, the pioneering work by A.
Ashkin [1, 2] has put forth a technique which is nowadays widely used in many different re-
search fields, including physics, chemistry, biology, and medicine [2–5]. Granting a high level
of dynamic range over the interaction strength between light and matter, optical tweezers
are extremely versatile [6] and can be used in order to monitor and control the external de-
grees of freedom of target objects. Single dielectric particles, biological systems, large atomic
ensembles just as individual neutral atom quantum systems can be selected for investigation
[7]. Instead of using one single spot, means of acousto optical deflection [8], spatial light
modulation [8, 9] or implementations based on microlens arrays (MLA) [10, 11] already offer
tweezer systems consisting of thousands of individually addressable sites [12, 13]. While
the MLA approach benefits from unprecedented scalability of the trap number there is still
demand for a wider range of available geometries, short development cycles in microfabrica-
tion combined with the ability for dynamic reconfiguration during operation of the tweezer
system. In recent years, 3D printing of microfabricated optics has become a well established
technology [14, 15] providing tremendous accuracy while the combination with spatial light
modulation offers the requested in situ flexibility for tweezer setups.
In this work, we report on the realization of a novel tweezer implementation that relies on
rapid prototyping of microlens arrays using 3D femtosecond direct laser writing combined
with a digital micromirror device (DMD) to selectively configure the light field that illu-
minates every single lenslet. In Section we outline the design and manufacturing process
of the microlens array and elaborate on the results of characterization measurements that
were conducted on the manufactured system. Section presents the complete setup and
demonstrates the additional flexibility we obtained for the tweezer array using DMD-based
microlens addressing.
DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING OF MICROLENS ARRAYS WITH
VERSATILE GEOMETRIES
Figure 1 presents the design of the microlens array together with the results of the post-
manufacturing characterization measurements. The layout shown in Fig. 1(a) serves as a
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FIG. 1. Microlens array design and characterization. (a) The microlens array is designed to consist
of 97 lenses with a fundamental pitch of 110 µm in quadratic and hexagonal packing, also exhibiting
a transition section from rectangular to hexagonal symmetry. (b) Inspection of the manufactured
array through a white light microscope confirms the successful manufacturing process. (c) A
confocal microscope is used to analyze the surface of the microlens array. (d) Profile of one of the
microlenses and fit to determine the quality of the spherical surface and the radius of curvature R.
The inset provides a more detailed view on the central region of the lenslet.
basis for the fabrication of the microlens array with circular shaped spherical lenslets. Main-
taining a fundamental lens pitch and diameter of 110 µm, the array features sections with
quadratic and hexagonal packing, respectively, as well as a transition from rectangular to
hexagonal symmetry in the center. We used 3D dip-in direct laser writing with a femtosec-
ond lithography system (Nanoscribe Photonic Professional GT) to sequentially imprint 97
spherical lenses on a fused silica substrate with a thickness of 700µm. As printing can be
4executed with a writing speed of about 10 lenses per hour this manufacturing approach is
especially useful for rapid prototyping of systems with up to about 100 lenses.
A typical height of the curved lens profile measures only a few microns. Hence keeping
the surface roughness at a minimum plays an important role. For that reason, we use the
photoresist Nanoscribe IP-S (index of refraction n = 1.505 for a wavelength of 796 nm [16])
which has been specifically developed for that purpose. The printing accuracy of the lithog-
raphy system along the optical axis is 100 nm.
As a first step for verifying a successful fabrication process we inspect the printed lens ar-
ray with a standard optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse LV100) and retrieve the white light
image shown in Fig. 1(b). Using a commercial confocal microscope setup (NanoFocus µsurf
expert), we obtain a detailed view of the microlens surfaces (Fig. 1(c)). From a typical
lens profile (Fig. 1(d)) we extract a radius of curvature of R = 580(2) µm of the spherical
surface with an rms-deviation of 0.03 µm from a sphere within 90 % of the lens diameter (i.e.
99 µm). The inset in Fig. 1(d) provides an enlarged view and the irregularities indicate the
resolution limit of the lithography system along the optical axis.
As a next step we analyze the focal plane of the microlens array when illuminated with
a laser beam at a wavelength of λ = 796.7 nm and a diameter much larger than the lens
pitch. Approximating the resulting foci with two-dimensional Gaussian intensity distribu-
tions yields a typical 1/e2-waist of wq = 6.5(3) µm in the quadratic and wh = 6.4(3) µm
in the hexagonal region. These values are in excellent agreement with the Gaussian waist
wsim = 6.3 µm resulting from a simulated wavefront propagation using the lenslet design
parameters and the measured radius of curvature R.
TWEEZER ARRAY AND EXTENDED LIGHT FIELD CONTROL INCLUDING
A SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATOR
The schematic tweezer setup is visualized in Fig. 2(a). In order to render the microlenses
selectively addressable we use a digital micromirror device (Texas Instruments Lightcrafter
EVM). The micromirror array with the dimensions 6.57 mm x 3.70 mm features 608 x 684
quadratic mirrors with a pitch of 7.64 µm along the mirror edges whose tilt angle relative
to the DMD surface can be individually set to two distinct orientations of ±12◦ at a rate
of up to 4 kHz. A Gaussian laser beam with a wavelength of λ = 796.7 nm and a 1/e2-
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FIG. 2. Setup including DMD-based microlens addressing, relay optics, and demagnification. (a)
A Gaussian laser beam illuminates the surface of the DMD under an incident angle of α ≈ 26◦
resulting in the third diffraction order to be deflected orthogonally off the DMD surface. A telescope
of two lenses L1 and L2 is used to map the DMD surface onto the microlens array whose focal
plane is demagnified by relay optics L3 and L4 onto the tweezer plane. As schematically shown
in (b) switching mirrors within circular regions on the DMD can be used to (c) address individual
and groups of mircrolenses and (d) switch the corresponding tweezer foci.
radius of wB = 1.2 mm illuminates the DMD under an incident angle of α ≈ 26◦ leading to
deflection of the third diffraction order normal to the DMD surface and along the optical
axis of the subsequent optical setup. We obtain a typical efficiency of the DMD section of
our setup of η = 33 % which is limited by the fact that α deviates from the angle given by
geometrically reflecting from a single mirror at +12◦ tilt angle, by light being diffracted into
other diffraction orders, as well as by finite mirror and window reflectivity and fill factor
as detailed in the datasheet [17]. Using a confocal telescope of two achromatic doublets
with focal lengths of f1 = 100 mm and f2 = 45 mm and a spatial filter all other orders of
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FIG. 3. Characterization of the tweezer array after reimaging: (a) Fully enabled tweezer array
with 97 lenslets (left) and cross section showing the diffraction-limited tweezer spots (right). The
Gaussian envelope is determined by the Gaussian beam incidenting on the DMD. (b,c,d) Selective
DMD addressing of each lenslet enables the creation of versatile tweezer patterns. For a geometry
featuring sets of deactivated spots (b, left) we observe a high extinction ratio as depicted in the
respective cross section (b, right). Due to DMD control, single-site defects (c) can be implemented
in the tweezer array as well as patterns with entirely modified symmetries (d).
diffraction are blocked and the DMD plane is mapped onto the microlens array such that
every lenslet is spatially corresponding to a group of mirrors within a circular region of the
DMD as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Due to the fact that the pitch of the microlens
array (110µm) is not a multiple of the demagnified micromirror pitch (3.44 µm) the number
of mirrors that are assigned to each lenslet is not identical, yet typically 730(8). This results
in an effective microlens illumination diameter of 109(1) µm. As exemplified in Fig. 2(c),
irradiation of each microlens, and consequently each focal spot, can be individually turned
on (off) by tilting the respective mirrors into the +12◦ (−12◦) orientation, respectively.
7Sections of the MLA not corresponding to a lenslet are not illuminated, thus, stray light
resulting from areas outside the lenslets is avoided since the interstices between the lenslets
maintain shaded at all times. The focal plane of the microlens array is demagnified using an
achromatic doublet with a focal length of f3 = 400 mm in combination with a lens system
that has an effective focal length of f4 = 37.5(10) mm (magnification M34 = 0.094) yielding
a tweezer array with a measured spot separation of d = 10.2(3) µm. Figure 2(d) shows
an image of the tweezer plane taken with a CCD camera after applying the illumination
pattern depicted in Fig. 2(c). In this straightforward fashion the setup grants access to
versatile trap geometries of the tweezer array (Fig. 3) consisting of well defined foci with
measured waists of wq = 1.36(5) µm in the quadratic and wh = 1.29(6) µm in the hexagonal
region which are diffraction limited by the numerical aperture of L4 in the optical setup.
While in Fig. 3(a, left) an image of the fully activated tweezer array is shown several spots
are turned off in Fig. 3(b, left). The cross sections (Fig. 3(a, right) and Fig. 3(b, right))
confirm the high quality of the tweezer pattern and contrast at which individual tweezers can
be switched. The Gaussian envelope extracted from the one-dimensional fit (Fig. 3(a, right))
is determined by the shape of the beam incidenting on the DMD. Since every tweezer spot is
individually addressable, the accessible trap geometries range from the full 97 lenslet system
to selected sections of pure quadratic or hexagonal symmetry all the way to implementation
of single-site defects through deactivation of only single spots as depicted in Fig. 3(c) as well
as freely definable symmetries (Fig. 3(d)).
CONCLUSION
We have introduced a novel universal approach for the creation of large-scale tweezer
arrays with single-site addressability based on the production of microlens arrays employ-
ing 3D femtosecond direct laser writing. Using this technique we have manufactured an
array composed of 97 circular lenslets in quadratic and hexagonal packing, also exhibiting
a transition from hexagonal to quadratic symmetry and create a tweezer array with foci
having waists in the single micrometer regime and separations of 10.2(3)µm. Multiples of
the fundamental trap separation can also be generated by turning off the illumination of
interjacent lenses respectively.
As each focus is defined through the light field passing the aperture of the corresponding
8microlens the present system exhibits a high degree of stability and precision, which would
typically be at the expense of short-term reconfigurability. In contrast, our system is per-
fectly suited for on demand optimization of the imprinted optics via rapid prototyping and
exhibits additional means of dynamic configuration owing to the DMD-based spatial light
modulation. The high number of mirrors assigned to each lenslet also renders gradual trap
depth modulation possible just via deactivating a certain fraction of randomly selected mir-
rors. Moreover, the present system could be easily extended by an ancillary movable optical
tweezer in the manner detailed in [13, 18] for the purpose of transporting objects between
traps or equipped with parallelized position control as demonstrated in [12, 19]. Addition-
ally, our approach is not constrained to two dimensional arrays: Imprinting lenses with a
range of different focal lengths makes versatile three-dimensional geometries accessible in a
straightforward way.
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